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Find Good Care at JointheWedge.com

Americans have forgotten what good care feels like. When was the last time your doctor gave you an hour of his or her time? Once upon a time that really did happen, and it was affordable and personable.

Would you prefer your time at the clinic to be talking with a clinically-trained physician—or with paperwork, intrusive questionnaires, a focus on the computer and third-party scribes writing down whatever you say into a computerized record that goes who knows where?

Dr. Neu at AtlasMD in Kansas gives his direct primary care patients 30-60 minutes of time so he can listen and understand their whole story. Find good care at JointheWedge.com

TWEET FROM DR. NEU:
https://twitter.com/NeuCare/status/1137140547959885825

Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states:
Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.